Introduction
Recently computing processors are going further into ternary logic components due to the limitation space and time of binary data storage. Furthermore in the sight of communication, a few techniques of ternary signaling have been introduced to overcome major issues in communication systems. For instance, Manchester encoding was established in early Ethernet system to avoid DC component problems. While in nBkT signaling codes (n>k) such as 3B2T and 4B3T, had witnessed the improvements of codes efficiency without fully dependant on binary systems. These revolutions however create other drawbacks such as 3-dB more power requirement compared to binary system for the same error rate (i.e. in Manchester encoding), also the need for memory in 4B3T codes [1] . Realizing the importance of ternary coding and not to forget on the related issues, we propose an improved technique on ternary soft decoding in optical communications. It [3] in providing some error pattern list to obtain more reliable decoded codewords. The Chase-2 algorithm is a suboptimal decoding that uses a set or list of most likely error patterns. The codeword with the best metric is selected as the most-likely codeword. However instead of considering only 2 probability density functions (PDFs) (i.e for x=1 and 0), another PDf (for x=2) is also considered in ternary system and shown in figure 2. The asymmetric White Gaussian Noise distribution model is assumed due to its similarity with Chi-square model (for optical link model) [4] and its simplicity as well. The error patterns used in this technique is set to 32 while the soft value improvement depends to the best selected codeword. 
C. Error Rate Measurement
The measurement of error rate refers to two bounds, i.e upper bound (for level 2 and 1 consideration) and lower bound (for level 1 proved in figure 6 that the high code rate of (852,742,6) ternary block turbo code meets an improvement of lOdB coding gain after 4 iterations. This coding gain shows its capability in order to solve the power consumption issue in ternary system without 'error floor' effect. Furthermore the advantage of 4B3T coding is still worth as the bandwidth used is only 93%0 of the binary system. Meanwhile the application of high code rate that is suited with iterative and soft decoding technique provides a room for optical system in high speed transmission. Automatically the proposed system convinces a good trade-off of power and bandwidth consumption in ternary optical communication, thus leading to higher code efficiency than the binary system as well. 
